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ABSTRACT 
 

Breast cancer is one of the most common diseases among women, accounting for many deaths 
each year. Even though cancer can be treated and cured in its early stages, many patients are 
diagnosed at a late stage. Data mining is the method of finding or extracting information from 
massive databases or datasets, and it is a field of computer science with a lot of potentials. It 
covers a wide range of areas, one of which is classification. Classification may also be 
accomplished using a variety of methods or algorithms. With the aid of MATLAB, five classification 
algorithms were compared. This paper presents a performance comparison among the classifiers: 
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistics Regression (LR), K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), Weighted 
K-Nearest Neighbors (Weighted K-NN), and Gaussian Naïve Bayes (Gaussian NB). The data set 
was taken from UCI Machine learning Repository. The main objective of this study is to classify 
breast cancer women using the application of machine learning algorithms based on their 
accuracy. The results have revealed that Weighted K-NN (96.7%) has the highest accuracy among 
all the classifiers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Data mining (DM) uses a variety of techniques 
(such as classification, clustering, regression, 
association rules, and so on) and algorithms 
(such as Decision Tree (DT), Genetic Algorithms, 
Nearest Neighbor Form, and so on) to analyze 
large amounts of raw or multi-dimensional data. 
To put it another way, DM can derive hidden 
knowledge from large databases of clinical or 
medical data obtained from health centers or 
hospitals using intelligent data analysis. These 
insights can help enhance decision-making, 
prevention, diagnosis, and treatment in the field 
of medicine [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Furthermore, DM 
may establish relationships or define association 
rules between various features, such as a 
patient's personal details, disease symptoms, 
and so on [6], [7]. 
 
In the field of medicine, DM plays a significant 
role in computing applications [8], [9], [10]. The 
applications and methods of DM are 
demonstrated in the areas of healthcare 
administrations, patient care, management, and 
intensive care systems. Breast Cancer (BC) is 
the most common of all cancers, and it is the 
leading cause of cancer deaths in women around 
the world, according to one of the latest DM 
studies [11], [12]. BC is one of the diseases with 
the highest number of cases and deaths 
worldwide [13], [14], [15]. After lung cancer, it is 
the second leading cause of death in women 
[16]. There are two types of breast tumors: 
malignant and benign [17], [18], [19]. As cells in 
the breast tissue become isolated and without 
the usual controls on cell passing and cell 
division, a malignant tumor develops [20]. Benign 
tumors have a good contour and are not harmful. 
They grow slowly in the organ where they first 
appeared, with no signs of metastatic disease 
[21]. Benign tumors are made up of cells that 
look like normal breast tissue cells. While 
malignant ones are harmful because they can 
expand to other parts of the body and cause 
metastatic disease. Cancer cells in malignant 
tumors have many abnormalities in the form, 
scale, and contour as compared to normal cells, 
where cells lose their original characteristics. DM 
algorithms can be a useful tool for predicting and 
diagnosing breast cancer, as well as classifying 
them into; benign or malignant tumors. Earlier 
treatment of BC can result in curing the body of 
this disease [22].  

In this paper, a comparative analysis is 
presented of five different DM classification 
algorithms namely LR, SVM, K-NN, Weighted K-
NN, and Gaussian NB on the Breast Cancer 
Data Set by measuring their classification 
accuracy. Results show that all the presented 
DM algorithms performed well on the 
classification task. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 is a presentation of breast cancer. 
Section 3 discusses data mining. Section 4 
focused on some of the applications of DM. 
Section 5 gives a review of similar research. The 
material and methods used in the working 
process are discussed in section 6. Section 7 
summarizes the findings and discusses them. 
Section 8 provides a comparison of the related 
works. Finally, Section 9 presents the conclusion 
of this paper.  
 

2. BREAST CANCER (BC) 
 
 BC grows as cells in the breast tissue 
differentiate and expand without the usual 
controls on cell division and death [23]. It's the 
most common form of cancer in women [24], 
[25]. While experts do not know the precise 
causes of the majority of breast cancers, they do 
know some of the risk factors that increase a 
woman's chances of contracting the disease. 
Age, genetic risk, and family history are 
examples of these influences [26].  
 
BC treatments are divided into two categories, 
regional and systematic. Systematic treatments 
include chemotherapy and hormone therapy, 
while regional treatments include surgery and 
radiation. The two forms of the treatment are 
frequently utilized together to obtain better 
results. Despite the fact that BC is the second 
most common cause of death in women, it has a 
high survival rate. Ninety- seven percent of 
women live for five years or longer if they are 
diagnosed at an early stage [27]. 
 

3. DATA MINING (DM) 
 
In the domain of medicine, DM is playing a major 
role in computing applications [28], [29]. DM 
research relies on classification algorithms. 
Classification, clustering, association rules, 
prediction, and neural networks are some of the 
DM applications and techniques that are used to 



analyze large amounts of data. Among these, 
some classification algorithms such as Naïve 
Bayes (NB), SVM, Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN), DT (C 5.0) and K-NN algorithms to are 
utilized to achieve the most accurate results.
is currently being used to solve a variety of real
world issues since the primary aim of DM is to 
convert raw data into more usable information. 
Medical databases raise problems for pattern 
extortion due to their complex features 
[32], [33]. DM algorithms can be classified into 
two types: statistical and machine learning (ML) 
algorithms. DM processes are categorized into 
descriptive and predictive categories (Fig
Descriptive mining tasks show the database's 
general data properties. To perform predictive 
mining tasks, the inference is made on the 
results whereby a forecast is rendered based on 
explicit values defined by established results. 
Descriptive data mining offers characteristics and 
definitions for the data set without the need for a 
predefined objective [34], [35]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Data mining techniques 
 

Because of the following, DM methods are 
successful and predictive of future patterns: a) 
it's easy to use, and it predicts outcomes based 
on previous events b) it operates by learning 
from previous data c) data from a variety of 
sources are managed, and only the information 
needed is extracted d) Relearning, past data, 
and evolving patterns are all easy 
models up to date. This is what makes it 
dependable and realistic in the classification of 
medical images [36], [37], [38], [39].

 
4. DATA MINING FUTURE APPLICATIONS
 
In this part, we'll look at some of the DM 
applications and techniques.  
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sources are managed, and only the information 
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models up to date. This is what makes it 
dependable and realistic in the classification of 
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4. DATA MINING FUTURE APPLICATIONS 

In this part, we'll look at some of the DM 

1) DM applications in healthcare
 

Health DM tools have a lot of potentials and can 
be very useful. However, the availability of clean 
healthcare data is critical to the success of 
healthcare DM. In this regard, the healthcare 
industry must investigate how 
collected, processed, prepared, and mined more 
effectively. Standardization of clinical
terminology and data exchange across 
organizations are two possible directions for 
enhancing the benefits of healthcare DM 
applications [40]. 

 
1.1 Future directions of health care system 

through DM tools 
 
Since healthcare data is not limited to 
quantitative data (e.g., doctor's notes or hospital 
records), It's critical to look at using text mining to 
expand the scope and scope of what healthcare 
data mining can currently do, according to the 
International Journal of Computer Science, 
Engineering and Information Technology 
(IJCSEIT). This is used to combine all of the data 
before mining the text. It's also worth 
investigating how images (such as MRI scans) 
can be incorporated into healthcare data mining 
applications. Progress has been made in these 
fields, it should be noted [40]. 

 
2) DM is used for the construction industry
 
The discovery of valuable knowledge from vast 
collections of data industries has draw
interest in the field of DM [41]. In the construction 
industry, DM from large amounts of data has 
become an essential method for information 
discovery. Energy, building occupant and 
occupancy actions, safety management, 
material efficiency, and textual information 
discovery are some of the most common DM 
application domains in the construction industry 
[42]. 

 
2.1  Future Directions of construction 

industry system through DM Tools

 
Two major developments in the building 
industry's future growth are sustainable 
construction and digital construction. Energy 
management, safety management, and green 
building all fall under the scope of sustainable 
construction in a broad sense. This shows that 
the use of data mining in sustainable 
construction is a hot topic, regardless of the past, 
current, or future [40]. 
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3) DM methods are used in the web education 

 
In the field of web education, DM techniques are 
used to upgrade courseware. The connections 
are discovered by looking at the consumption 
data collected during students' sessions. This 
expertise is extremely beneficial to the course's 
instructor or author, who can determine which 
changes are most necessary to increase the 
course's effectiveness. In the twenty-first century, 
beginners use DM techniques, which are one of 
the most powerful learning methods available. 
This allows learners to become more conscious 
of their surroundings. The application of DM 
techniques to educational chats is both feasible 
and can improve learning environments in the 
twenty-first century, according to Web Education 
[40]. 

 
4) In agriculture 

 
Scientists and researchers around the world are 
dealing with how to make agriculture safe and 
resilient in the face of continuing conditions and 
environmental change. Transition and 
multidisciplinary approaches are needed in the 
agricultural system. For the production and 
efficiency when working with the same limited 
resources, intelligent and precision agricultural 
approaches were prioritized [43]. The strategy 
requires the collection of data from a variety of 
sources and the effective application of that data 
in the appropriate area. As a result of this need, 
there has been an increase in interest in 
extracting information from large troves of data 
resulting from various research and survey 
projects. DM techniques advanced the concept 
of knowledge generation and pattern recognition 
when they first appeared. Even though DM is a 
new science, it has a wide range of applications 
in agriculture and related industries, and it has a 
bright future [44]. 

 
5. RELATED WORK 
 
Singh et. al. [45] compared the performance of 
different classifiers (DT classifier (J4.8, Simple 
CART)), (Bayes classifier (NB, Bayesian LR)). 
They were the most popular DM algorithms for 
BC classification. This paper aimed was to 
determine which classifier produces the most 
reliable results for the Wisconsin Breast Cancer 
(original) dataset WBCO. Dataset of BC was 
taken from the UCI ML repository using the 
WEKA tool. The experimental results show that 
the DT classifier, i.e., Simple CART (98.13 

percent), has the highest accuracy of all the 
classifiers. 
 
Bataineh et. al. [46] presented five nonlinear 
algorithms including K-NN, Multi-Layer 
Perceptron (MLP), Classification and Regression 
Tree (CART), Gaussian NB, and SVM was done 
for BC detection. The author's main goal was to 
compare the performance and efficacy of BC 
detection algorithms. The accuracy of each 
algorithm was also calculated separately by the 
author. A dataset of Wisconsin BC diagnostics 
was used in the study (WBCD). To calculate the 
accuracy of each algorithm, the author used the 
K Fold validation process. MLP outperformed the 
K-NN, CART, and NB algorithms with an 
accuracy of 96.70 percent. 
 

Sinha et al. [47] introduced attribute filtering 
strategies, such as frequent itemsets mining, to 
identify the most important and applicable 
attribute from the Wisconsin BC dataset using a 
classification algorithmic such as SVM. Attribute 
filtering was used to compare NB, K-NN, and DT.  
With attribute filtering, SVM generated the 
highest area under the curve as compared to 
other classification techniques, resulting in better 
field accuracy and ROC curve. 
 
Bharati et al. [48] presented the capability of the 
classification of NB, Random Forest (RF), LR, 
MLP, K-NN in evaluating the BC disease dataset 
from the UCI repository, which was observed to 
predict the existence of BC. The data set 
consisting of Kappa Statistics, TP Rate, FP Rate, 
and other metrics have all been investigated 
exactitude. The efficiency of the K-NN classifier 
algorithm was observed. 
 
Ghani et al. [49] used anthropometric data and 
parameters obtained during routine blood 
processing that can be used to predict BC. Using 
the recursive feature elimination process, they 
first identified the most relevant attributes in the 
dataset that could be used as biomarkers. They 
discovered that the best biomarkers for BC are 
age, BMI, glucose, HOMA, and resistance. K-
NN, ANN, DT, and NB classification techniques 
were used for classification. ANN was found to 
be the most accurate at classifying the attribute, 
with an accuracy of 80.00 percent. 
 

Basunia et al. [50] proposed a stacking classifier 
ensemble approach that effectively classifies 
benign and malignant tumors by combining 
multiple classification techniques. Their 
experiment used the “Wisconsin Diagnosis BC” 
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dataset from the UC Irvine Machine Learning 
Repository. They chose 20 top features for BC 
prediction using the Univariate Feature Selection 
process. Jupyter Notebook is used with some 
Python open-source libraries to implement 
various classification techniques such as CART, 
LR, K-NN, SVM, RF, and Stacking Classifier 
techniques. The overall outcomes indicate 
Stacking classifier has the highest accuracy 
97.20%. 
 
Saoud et al. [51] used feature selection 
techniques to enhance the accuracy of six 
algorithms for BC classification and diagnosis: 
Bayes Network, SVM, K-NN algorithm, ANN, DT 
(C4.5), and LR. They used both databases WBC 
and WBCD. The feature selection technique 
increased the accuracy of some classifiers, such 
as BN, in both WBCD and WBC. However, some 
classifiers, such as SVM, had their accuracy 
reduced as a result of the feature selection 
technique. The BN with feature selection is the 
best model for classifying BC in WBC, while SVM 
without feature selection is the best for WBCD. 
 
Kumar et al. [52] proposed two datasets of BC, 
taken from the UCI Machine Learning repository. 
On both datasets, seven algorithms were used. 
Which are (Bayes network, NB, SVM, K-NN, DT, 
RF, MLP). These two datasets have various 
features, with 11 and 32 features respectively. 
The datasets are split into two parts. The training 
data accounts for 65 percent of the overall 
dataset, while the evaluation data account for the 
remaining 35 percent. The accuracy of the 
Bayesian Network technique on the BCDW 11 
dataset was 97.13 percent, while the SVM 
technique on the WBCD dataset was 97.89 
percent. 
 
Sakri et al. [53] proposed integrating the feature 
selection algorithm with classification algorithms 
in BC prognosis. They claimed that using feature 
selection techniques to reduce the number of 
features in most classification algorithms, can 
improve them. Some features are more 
significant and have a greater impact on the 
classification algorithms' results than others. 
They presented the results of their experiments 
with and without the feature selection algorithm, 
particle swarm optimization (PSO), on three 
common classifying algorithms, namely NB, K-
NN, and REP Tree. As a result, NB obtained 
better results with and without PSO, while the 
other two techniques performed better with PSO. 
 

Sudha et al. [54] suggested an improved lion 
optimisation algorithm (ILOA) technique that can 
identify small feature subsets quickly and 
accurately to classify the BC data set. A total of 
500 mammogram images (288 benign and 212 
malignant) were used as a case sample in this 
proposed study. After segmentation, each mass 
was represented with 123 features, including 96 
texture features, 9 histogram features, 11 shape 
features, and 7 radial distance features, using a 
region growing algorithm. The Feature selection 
technique used a minimum distance classifier, K-
NN classifier, and SVM classifier. As compared 
to other algorithms, ILOA with K-NN classifier 
performed well for BC classification [55]. 
 

6. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

In this proposed model many classifiers were 
used to classify the Breast Cancer tumor with 
high accuracy, efficiency using via LR, fine K-NN, 
linear SVM, weighted K-NN, gaussian NB using 
nine features. The used dataset was the UCI 
breast cancer machine learning repository. The 
mechanism of this proposed model goes through 
five main stages, which are (Data Processing, 
Validation Choosing, Classification and  
Evaluating the results), as demonstrated in Fig. 2 
that shows the Flowchart Diagram of the 
proposed model. The preprocessing method is 
done for missing feature values (in Single 
Epithelial Cell Size feature, there are 16 
instances in Groups 1 to 6 that contain a single 
missing value in breast cancer dataset (i.e., 
(unavailable), attribute value denoted by “?”). To 
test the predictive accuracy of the fitted models, 
use the 10-fold cross validation process by 
MATLAB as a classifier tool in this study. After 
the classification results of all the five algorithms, 
the performance was measured by the confusion 
matrix and ROC area. 
 

6.1 Dataset 
 

The data for this study was provided by the UCI 
Machine Learning repository, which is located in 
the BC Wisconsin sub-directory, with 699 
examples, two classes (malignant and benign), 
and 9 integer-valued attributes (as shown in 
Table 1). In UCI Breast cancer dataset (Dataset’s 
link:https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/breast
+cancer) the class distribution are as following: 
 

1- Benign class: 458 (65.5%) instances. 
2- Malignant class: 241 are (34.5%) 

instances. 

 



 
Fig. 2. The Proposed Model Flowchart Diagram

6.2 Classification Algorithmes
 
6.2.1 Support vector machine (SVM)
 
SVM is a superior DM technique that produces 
accurate classification results [56], [57], [58]. 
Only data sets with exactly two groups to classify 
can be used with SVM. It categorizes data by 
deciding the best hyperplane that separates all 
data points into one of two classes. SVM's main 
goal is to maximize the margins between two 
hyperPlane classes. Cancer diagnosis, Face 
recognition, and text categorization are examples 
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Table 1. Breast cancer dataset attribute information 
 

Attribute  Domain 

1) Sample code number ID Number 

2) Clump Thickness 1-10 

3) Uniformity of cell size 1-10 

4) Uniformity of cell shape  1-10 

5) Marginal Adhesion  1-10 

6) Single Epithelial cell size  1-10 

7) Bare Nuclei  1-10 

8) Bland Chromatin 1-10 

9) Normal Nucleoli  1-10 

10) Mitoses 1-10 

11) Class: 2 For benign 

 4 For malignant 
 

6.2.2  Logistics Regression (LR) 
 

One of the most widely utilized generalized linear 
models in  DM is LR [62]. The probability of an 
outcome that can take two values from a 
collection of predictor variables is predicted using 
LR. LR is primarily used for predicting and 
calculating performance probabilities [63]. 
 
6.2.3 K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) 
 
K-NN is a simple algorithm for instance-based 
learning that classifies objects in the feature 
space depending on their closest training dataset 
[64], [65]. An object is assigned to a class that 
includes its K-NN. A class is created for an object 
that includes its K-NN. To find the closest 
neighbor, the K-NN algorithm was used, which 
used Euclidean distance metrics  [66], [67]. The 
equation below is used to measure the Euclidean 
distance metrics d(x,y) between two points x and 
y. w. Where N denotes the number of features 
with x = x1, x2, x3,...,xn and y = y1, y2, y3,...,yn 
[68]. 
 

�(�, �) = ∑ ���
� − ��

��
���                               (2) 

 
6.2.4 Weighted K-Nearest-Neighbors 

(Weighted K-NN) 
 

This extension is based on the idea that 
observations in the learning set that are  
especially similar to the new observation (y, x) 
should be given more weight in the decision than 
observations that are far away from the new 
observation (y, x). This is not the case with  K-
NN: while only the k closest neighbors affect the 
prediction, this influence is consistent across 

these neighbors, despite their similarity to (y, x). 
To do this, the distances used in the first stage of 
the search for closest neighbors must be 
transformed into similarity measurements that 
can be used as weights [69]. Weighted K-NN 
assigns weights to each calculated value, then 
computes the nearest neighbors, and finally 
assigns the class to the processed instance [70], 
[71], [72]. 
 

6.2.5 Gaussian Naïve Bayes (Gaussian NB) 
 

Gaussian NB algorithm uses for classification, 
which is a special form of NB algorithm [73]. 
When the features have continuous values or all 
of the features follow a Gaussian distribution 
such as a normal distribution, this method is 
particularly useful. The features' likelihood is 
assumed to be Gaussian [74]. 
 

�(��|�) =
�

������

���(−
(�����)

�

����
                (3) 

 
In equation (3), x is a continuous data variable, 
and the parameters x and y are calculated 
using maximum likelihood estimation. After the 
data has been segmented by class, the mean 
�� and variance �� are measured. 
 

6.3 The Evaluation Metrics of the 
Classifiers Performance 

 

6.3.1 Confusion matrix 
 

The confusion matrix (also called as the 
"Contingency Matrix") provides a good overview 
of the classifiers performance. Table 2 shows a 
standard confusion matric. 

 
 
 
 



Table 2.
 

Actual Class 

 
Positive 
Negative

 
a. True positive (TP) : number of positive samples correctly predicted. 
b. False negative (FN) : number of positive samples wrongly 
c. False positive (FP) : number of negative samples wrongly predicted as positive.
d. True negative (TN) : number of negative samples correctly predicted
 
6.3.2 Receiver operating characteristics area 

or ROC area 
 
A ROC curve is a graphical representation of the 
true positive rate against the false
for different diagnostic test thresholds. The ROC 
curve is used to measure a classifier's 
performance and to give a higher score than the 
previous classifier. The false positive rate is 
known as specificity and the true positive rate is 
also known as sensitivity. Excellent (0.90
good (0.80-0.90), fair (0.70-0.80), bad (0.60
0.70), and fail (0.50–0.60) are used to evaluate a 
classifier's performance. 
 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 

The research used the confusion matrix and area 
under the ROC curve, to determine the degree of 
performance and applicability of the models.
 
 

   
 

a. Confusion matrix          b.     ROC curve
 

Fig. 3. Evaluation results for logistic 
regression (Model 1)

 
From Fig. 3 (a) the confusion matrix calculated 
for model 1(LR), shows the true and false 
positive and true and false negatives of the train 
set. In this confusion matrix, there are 448 
patients, who have true benign lesions whereas 
10 have false  benign. Also have, 224 patients 
who have a truly malignant disease and 17 cases 
are false malignant. Fig. 3 (b) illustrates the ROC 
curve plot. The area under the curve (AUC)  is 
0.99 and is close to 1 (which is Excellent).
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Table 2. A Typical 2x2 Confusion Matrix 

Predicted Class 
Positive Negative

 TP FN 
Negative FP TN 

True positive (TP) : number of positive samples correctly predicted.  
False negative (FN) : number of positive samples wrongly predicted. 
False positive (FP) : number of negative samples wrongly predicted as positive. 
True negative (TN) : number of negative samples correctly predicted. 

eiver operating characteristics area 

is a graphical representation of the 
true positive rate against the false-positive rate 
for different diagnostic test thresholds. The ROC 
curve is used to measure a classifier's 
performance and to give a higher score than the 

positive rate is 
known as specificity and the true positive rate is 
also known as sensitivity. Excellent (0.90-1), 

0.80), bad (0.60-
0.60) are used to evaluate a 

ISCUSSION 

The research used the confusion matrix and area 
under the ROC curve, to determine the degree of 
performance and applicability of the models. 

 

b.     ROC curve 

Fig. 3. Evaluation results for logistic 
(Model 1) 

3 (a) the confusion matrix calculated 
for model 1(LR), shows the true and false 
positive and true and false negatives of the train 
set. In this confusion matrix, there are 448 
patients, who have true benign lesions whereas 

e  benign. Also have, 224 patients 
who have a truly malignant disease and 17 cases 

3 (b) illustrates the ROC 
curve plot. The area under the curve (AUC)  is 
0.99 and is close to 1 (which is Excellent). 

 

a. Confusion matrix     b.        ROC curve
 

Fig. 4. Evaluation results for SVM (Model 2)
 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the  confusion matrix for SVM, 
there are 447 patients, which are true benign 
whereas 11 are false benign. Also had 228 true 
malignant and 13 false malignant patients. It al
has a very good area under the ROC curve 
(AUC=1.00 the ideal value). 
 

 
 

a. Confusion matrix  b.        ROC curve 
 

Fig. 5. Evaluation results for K
(Model 3) 

 

Moreover, the classification made by the K
was also evaluated using a confusion matrix 
5 (a). In this matrix, there are 446 patients, which 
are true benign whereas 12 are false benign. 
Also have 221 patients who are true malignant 
and 20 false malignant patients. Fig. 5 (b) the 
ROC curve plot.The area under the curve (AUC)  
is 0.95 and is close to 1 (which is Excellent).
 
The confusion matrix for weighted K
illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), there are 447 patients, 
which are true benign whereas 11 are false 
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b.        ROC curve 

Fig. 4. Evaluation results for SVM (Model 2) 

Fig. 4 (a) shows the  confusion matrix for SVM, 
there are 447 patients, which are true benign 
whereas 11 are false benign. Also had 228 true 
malignant and 13 false malignant patients. It also 
has a very good area under the ROC curve 

 

Confusion matrix  b.        ROC curve  

Fig. 5. Evaluation results for K-NN  

Moreover, the classification made by the K-NN 
was also evaluated using a confusion matrix Fig. 
5 (a). In this matrix, there are 446 patients, which 
are true benign whereas 12 are false benign. 
Also have 221 patients who are true malignant 
and 20 false malignant patients. Fig. 5 (b) the 
ROC curve plot.The area under the curve (AUC)  

is close to 1 (which is Excellent). 

The confusion matrix for weighted K-NN is 
illustrated in Fig. 6 (a), there are 447 patients, 
which are true benign whereas 11 are false 



benign. We also have 229 true malignant and 12 
false malignant patients. Fig. 3 (b) 
ROC curve plot. The area under the curve (AUC)  
is 0.99. 

 

    
 
a. Confusion matrix          b. ROC curve

 
Fig. 6.  Evaluation results for Weighted  K

(Model 4) 

 

  
 

a.  Confusion matrix       b. ROC curve

 
Fig. 7. Evaluation results for Gaussian NB 

(Model 5) 

 
Above in Fig. 7 (a) is the confusion matrix. There 
are 436 true benign patients in this matrix, while 
22 are false benign. We also have 236 true 
malignant and 5 false malignant patients. Fig. 7 
(b) is the ROC curve plot. The AUC 
the training accuracy. The (AUC)  is 0.98 and is 
close to 1 (which is Excellent). 

 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of accuracies between all 
the classifiers 

 
The overall outcomes displayed in Table 3 
indicate that Weighted K-NN Classifier has the 
highest accuracy 96.7%,  where Fine K
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benign. We also have 229 true malignant and 12 
 illustrates the 

ROC curve plot. The area under the curve (AUC)  

 

a. Confusion matrix          b. ROC curve 

Fig. 6.  Evaluation results for Weighted  K-NN 

 

Confusion matrix       b. ROC curve 

for Gaussian NB 

Above in Fig. 7 (a) is the confusion matrix. There 
are 436 true benign patients in this matrix, while 
22 are false benign. We also have 236 true 
malignant and 5 false malignant patients. Fig. 7 
(b) is the ROC curve plot. The AUC measures 
the training accuracy. The (AUC)  is 0.98 and is 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of accuracies between all 

The overall outcomes displayed in Table 3 
NN Classifier has the 

highest accuracy 96.7%,  where Fine K-NN has 

the lowest accuracy 95.4%. Also, the results 
show can the Weighted K-NN Classifier has the 
best training time value (0.5096 sec) and ROC 
area 0.99. The Weighted K-NN method is the 
best classifier among the five proposed 
classifiers for classifying a tumor as benign or 
malignant, according to these findings.
 
As compared to other classifiers, weighted K
has the highest accuracy of 96.7 percent, as 
shown in Fig. 8. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of training time between 

all the classifiers 
 

Fig. 9, Shows the training times of all the five 
classification algorithms. The training time for 
weighted K-NN is less than other algorithms.
 

 

Fig. 10. ROC Area of all classifiers
 
From above figure show the graphical 
representation of the ROC area in MATLAB of 
the five classifiers on the dataset. ROC area of 
the linear SVM gave a better result, followed by 
the weighted K-NN, LR, Gaussian NB th
K-NN classifiers. 
 

8. Comparitive Study 
 
The comparison summary of the related works is 
shown in Table 4. The researchers in the related 
papers used various techniques of feature 
selection and classification methods, as well as 
different datasets with different numbers of
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the lowest accuracy 95.4%. Also, the results 
NN Classifier has the 

6 sec) and ROC 
NN method is the 

best classifier among the five proposed 
classifiers for classifying a tumor as benign or 
malignant, according to these findings. 

As compared to other classifiers, weighted K-NN 
racy of 96.7 percent, as 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of training time between 
 

Fig. 9, Shows the training times of all the five 
classification algorithms. The training time for 

NN is less than other algorithms. 

 

Fig. 10. ROC Area of all classifiers 

From above figure show the graphical 
representation of the ROC area in MATLAB of 
the five classifiers on the dataset. ROC area of 
the linear SVM gave a better result, followed by 

NN, LR, Gaussian NB then fine 

The comparison summary of the related works is 
shown in Table 4. The researchers in the related 
papers used various techniques of feature 
selection and classification methods, as well as 
different datasets with different numbers of
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Table 3. Performance Study of Algorithms 
 

Model no. Model Type Accuracy Training time (sec) Area under ROC curve 
1 Logistic regression 96.1% 5.0739 0.99 

2 Linear SVM 96.6% 2.4899 1.00 

3 Fine K-NN 95.4% 1.1064 0.95 

4 Weighted K-NN 96.7% 0.5096 0.99 

5 Gaussian NB 96.1% 1.2643 0.98 

 
Table 4. Comparison of related works 

 
R# Classifier Tool Dataset Number of 

attribute 
Data type Data processing 

method 
Evaluation 
method 

Validation 
technique 

Accuracy 

[45] Naive Bayes 
Bayesian Logistic Regression 
Simple CART 
J48 

WEKA UCI 
repository 
 

11 
Attributes 

Numeric 
(Discrete 
value) 

Kappa statitics 
Mean Absolute 
error 

Performane 
classifiers 

- 95.26% 
65.42% 
98.13% 
97.27% 

[46] MultiLayer preceptron 
K-Nearest Neighbours 
CART 
Gussian Naive Bayes 
Support vector machine 

MATLAB UCI repository  
WDBC dataset 

32 
Attributes 

Images Standardize 
rescaling method 

Binary 
classification 
Accuracy 
method 

cross 
validation 

99.12% 
95.61% 
93.85% 
94.73% 
98.24% 

[47] Support vector machine 
Naïve Bayes 
k-Nearest Neighbours 
Decision Tree 

PYTHON UCI repository   
WBC 

31 
Attributes 

Numeric 
(binary 
value) 

z-score 
normalization 

Confusion 
Matrix 

- 96.61% 
96.46% 
91.74% 
90.27% 

[48] K-Nearest Neighbors 
Naïve Bayes 
Random Forest 
Logistic Regression 
Multilayer Perceptron 
 

WEKA UCI 
repository 
 

10 
Attributes 

Numeric Kappa Statistics 
 

Binary 
classification 
Accuracy 
method 

- 
 

72.37 % 
71.67%           
69.58 % 
68.8% 
64.68 % 

[49] K-Nearest Neighbors 
Artificial Neural Networks 
Decision Tree 
Naive Bayesian 

WEKA UCI 
repository 
 

9 
Attributes 

Numeric Recursive feature 
Elimination for 
features selection 

confusion matrix - 77.14% 
80.00% 
71.43% 
73.91% 

[50] CART PYTHON UCI 32 Numeric Features selection confusion matrix Cross 94.74% 
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R# Classifier Tool Dataset Number of 
attribute 

Data type Data processing 
method 

Evaluation 
method 

Validation 
technique 

Accuracy 

Logistic regression 
K-Nearest Neighbors 
Support Vector Machine 
Random Forest 
Stacking Classifier 
 

repository 
 

Attributes validation 97.08% 
95.91% 
95.91% 
97.08% 
97.20% 

[51] Bayes Network 
Support Vector Machine 
K-Nearest Neighbors 
Artificial Neural Networks 
Decsion Tree (C4.5) 
Logistic Regression 

WEKA UCI 
repository 
WBC WBCD 

9WBC 
32WBCD 

Numeric Features selection confusion matrix Cross 
validation 

With WBC 
(BN):97.42% 
With WBCD 
(SVM): 
97.36% 

[52] 
 
 

Bayesian network 
Naïve Bayes 
SVM 
Multi Layer preceptron  
K-NN 
Decision Tree (J48) 
Random Forest 

WEKA UCI 
repository 
BCWD 
WBCD 

11BCWD 
32WBCD 

Numeric Data statistics Performance 
classifiers 

Cross 
validation 

With BCDW  
(Bayesian 
Network): 
97.13% 
With WBCD 
(SVM): 
97.89% 

[53] Naïve Bayes 
K-Nearest Neighbors 
Fast decision tree learner 
(REPTREE) 

WEKA UCI 
repository 
 

35 
Attributes 

Numeric Features selection 
and extraction 
 

confusion matrix Cross 
validation 

81.3% 
75.0% 
93.6% 

[54] Support Vector Machine 
K-Nearest Neighbours 

MATLAB Digital 
database for 
screening 
mammography 
(DDSM) 

-30 
Attributes 

Images Features selection 
and extraction 
 

Performance 
classifiers 

Cross 
validation 

98.92% 
99.31% 
 

Proposed 
Work 

Logistic regression 
Support Vector Machine 
Weighted K-NN 
K-Nearest Neighbours 
Gaussian Naïve Bayes 

MATLAB UCI 
repository 
 

9 
Attributes 

Numeric - Confusion 
matrix 
ROC area 

Cross 
validation 

96.1% 
96.6% 
96.7% 
95.4% 
96.1% 
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features. Comparing with the previous works, the 
provided method acquires a high accuracy 
classification of breast cancer. However, 
researchers in [47] and [45] used WBC (original) 
dataset to train and test different DM algorithms. 
They respectively registered anaccuracy of 
96.61% (SVM) and 98.13% (CART), despite a 
high execution time of CART. Researchers in 
[46] used the WDBC dataset with the 
standardization method to reach 99.12% for 
MLP. In [48], researchers used fewer attributes 
and gained an average of 72.37% accuracy for 
K-NN, 71.67% for NB, 69.58% for RF, and 
64.68% for LR. Researchers in [49] obtained 
80% for ANN by using the feature selection 
method. In [50], researchers used the feature 
selection method to reach 97.20% for Stacking 
Classifier, researchers in [51] used two datasets 
with a feature selection technique to reach 
97.42% from BN for WBC, 97.36% from SVM for 
WBCD. Researchers in [52] used two different 
datasets to reach a high accuracy rate of 97.13% 
from BN for the BCDW dataset, 97.89% from 
SVM for WBCD. In [53], researchers used many 
features but achieved fewer accuracy rates 
(93.6%) for DT. Lastly, researchers in [54] gained 
a good accuracy result (98.92%) for K-NN. The 
proposed work utilized five DM classifiers 
(Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector 
Machine (SVM),  K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), 
weighted K-Nearest Neighbors (Weighted K-NN), 
and Gaussian Naïve Bayes (Gaussian NB) 
algorithms)  and the best classifier was Weighted 
K-NN with 96.7% accuracy. 
 
9. CONCLUSION  
 
This paper attempted to improve the accuracy of 
breast cancer classification using data mining 
techniques. In this study the UCI breast cancer 
dataset used and five data mining algorithms 
were used for the classification (Logistic 
Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN), weighted 
K-Nearest Neighbors (Weighted K-NN), and 
Gaussian Naïve Bayes (Gaussian NB) 
algorithms).  All the experiments were done 
using MATLAB 2021a. The primary goal is to 
assess how well each algorithm performs in 
terms of classification test accuracy when it 
comes to classifying data. The evaluation of the 
results done in terms of the confusion matrix and 
ROC curve. Investigational results show that the 
Weighted K-NN classifier has the highest 
accuracy 96.7%, where Fine K-NN has the 
lowest accuracy 95.4%. The last four classifiers 
respectively are Linear SVM, LR, Gaussian NB, 

and Fine K-NN with the accuracy ratios of 96.6%, 
96.1%, 96.1%, and 95.4%.   
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